For example, on a typical trial, the task of the Director might be to instruct the Matcher that they have to perform the following 5-step sequence:
(1) Matcher has to press A; (2) Matcher has to press S (3) Director and Matcher have to press F simultaneously (4) Director has to press J at the same time as Matcher presses D (5) Matcher has to press D On each trial, the target sequence (i.e. A, S, F, J, D), valence (whether both perform the action together or only one participant performs the action), and congruence (whether both perform the same or different action) are determined randomly by the server. This presents participants with the recurring procedural coordination problem of communicating and then successfully performing a wide variety of sequences of actions, without using natural language. In order to test the putative role of positive and negative feedback on how coordination develops, dyads were assigned to one of 4 conditions:
(1) Positive feedback: participants could send Y for yes (2) Negative feedback: participants could send N for no (3) Positive and Negative feedback: participants could send both Y and N (4) No feedback: participants were blocked from sending Y or N Participants who could provide both positive and negative feedback correctly solved more trials in shorter time, confirming the basic predictions of the grounding model (Clark, 1996) . Surprisingly, participants who could signal negative evidence of understanding with "N" performed worse than participants who were blocked from providing any feedback. We argue this pattern is due to the intrinsic ambiguity of "no": it signals but does not diagnose the problem, and gives no indication what the next relevant action should be. By contrast, the doubly-blocked participants are forced ab-initio to develop new, and consequently more robust, routines for establishing and sustaining procedural coordination.
All four conditions showed equal levels of alignment, but closer inspection showed that, overall, participants aligned more in unsuccessful trials, contradicting the interactive alignment model (Pickering and Garrod, 2009) . We argue this is due to participants using alignment as a repair strategy: if participants know the next action, they perform that next action (Clark 1996) . However, when participants do not understand the contributions of their partner, one of the default strategies is to repeat the actions of the interlocutor in order to establish a basic level of coordination that can then serve as the scaffolding for coordinating on more complex and complementary adjacency pairs.
